
that the event she co-founded in 2000 remains a 
fixture on Brisbane’s arts calendar. “Our financial 
situation is a really tenuous one but we’re putting 
a flag in the sand and saying we are still here. 
We’re building it up from the ground again and 
we’re doing it as lean as we possibly can.”

This year a restructured management team 
of St Ledger, arts worker Greg Bird and tribute 
show producer James Lees have literally taken to 
the streets in order to get the Brisbane Cabaret 
Festival back on its feet. For the 2012 program 
they applied some lean thinking, devising a 
festival model which outsources costs and gives 
the performers and presenters a bigger stake in 
the event. 

St Ledger and Bird wandered about the city 
and suburbs in search of suitable nightspots to 
stage this year’s line-up. They then emailed a 
presentation package to the venues they thought 
would make for suitable cabaret venues. “The 
ones that responded all came on board and that 
made a big difference, it made it all possible. 

Brisbane’s Cabaret Festival has been through turbulent  
times which are not over yet, writes Chris Herden

Although the fate of the Brisbane Cabaret 
Festival has been on a knife-edge in recent 
years, there is some sense of relief in 

Alison St Ledger’s voice when she speaks of what 
the future has in store for the premium Brisbane 
arts event. The festival was cancelled in 2009 
when it lost its major sponsor and the 2011 season 
was washed away when the Brisbane floods 
forced the closure of QPAC. 

“Before 2009 we had gained a naming-rights 
sponsor and that was a really good relationship 
for three years,” she says of the successful 
relationship with chartered accountancy firm 
HLB Mann Judd. That partnership won two 
Australia Business Arts Foundation Awards but at 
the onset of the GFC the sponsor had to withdraw 
financial support. “By that time we had built it 
up into quite a prestige festival at QPAC. It was 
garnering some big names and overseas acts.” 

Despite the funding setbacks and fallout from 
the floods, the Brisbane-based chanteuse and 
leading lady of Women in Voice is determined 

Now we’ve got some great artists coming through 
from all over the place. This year it’s a sort of fringe 
festival and that seems to have worked.” 

In a desperate scramble for funds to assist 
with artists’ airfares and accommodation costs, 
St Ledger turned to crowdfunding website 
Pozible, asking arts and cabaret lovers to pledge 
their support by purchasing from a selection of 
Brisbane Cabaret Festival packages on offer. A last-
minute rush of pledges saw the campaign achieve 
its required target of $6000.

“It was incredibly tense waking up every day, 
not knowing if we are going to get there. I was 
amazed that the campaign just ticked over in the 
last two hours.”

St Ledger is clearly thrilled that she has 
somehow managed to assemble a collection of 
quality acts for Brisbane Cabaret Festival 2012, 
including The Kransky Sisters (sold-out), Tripod, 
Courtney Act and the popular Women In Voice. 

There is new hope around the corner for the 
festival with a three-year sponsorship deal with 

the University of Southern Queensland beginning 
next year. This alliance provides an opportunity 
for the festival to integrate with the School of Arts 
campus in Toowoomba.

“We’re looking at creating internships with 
that partnership next year,” St Ledger says. “But 
next year may only be delivered if we get some 
Arts Queensland support. Without sponsorship 
or government support we can’t commission 
anything, we can’t do any new works or focus on 
importing emerging artists. We want, as an arts 
organisation, to be able to take on much more of 
the risk and not be forced to share that with the 
venue owners and the artists. But that’s just the 
way it is this year – we want to make sure it is only 
this year.” 

The Brisbane Cabaret Festival is on from 25 October to 
11 November with tickets as low as $10 to $40 and some 
show and dinner packages. For program details and 
bookings see www.brisbanecabaretfestival.com. 

The show goes on

bentertained

Geraldine Quinn  
will perform
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